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Re�ection is fundamental to creative practice. However, the plurality of ways in which people re�ect when using AI Generated Content

(AIGC) is underexplored. This paper takes AI-based music composition as a case study to explore how artist-researcher composers

re�ected when integrating AIGC into their music composition process. The AI tools explored range from Markov Chains for music

generation to Variational Auto-Encoders for modifying timbre. We used a novel method where our composers would pause and re�ect

back on screenshots of their composing after every hour, using this documentation to write �rst-person accounts showcasing their

subjective viewpoints on their experience. We triangulate the �rst-person accounts with interviews and questionnaire measures to

contribute descriptions on how the composers re�ected. For example, we found that many composers re�ect on future directions in

which to take their music whilst curating AIGC. Our �ndings contribute to supporting future explorations on re�ection in creative

HCI contexts.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When we create art, we re�ect. Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) literature includes many reports on people’s

re�ection in creative user experiences, from sketching [62] to music [92] to dance [39]. However, there are few

explorations on the plurality of ways artists engage in re�ection within a creative user experience. This may be because

capturing re�ections involves articulating thoughts which are tacit and hard to express [84]. We suggest that a deeper
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understanding of a variety of ways in which people re�ect across a single creative practice could o�er fresh insights for

Creativity Support Tool (CST) research [45, 86].

In this paper, we explore re�ection across di�erent AI music tools and approaches to music composition. Like many

creative domains, music composition presents an open-ended challenge where technology (such as AI) mediates the

potential creative possibilities [67]. Interest in AI Generated Content (AIGC) has grown signi�cantly in the creative

industries [21] and, alongside recent calls for human-centred AI research [85] including in music [58] and the Arts [13],

we see a timely opportunity to explore re�ection in this domain.

This paper presents a collection of six �rst-person [52, 66] re�ective accounts from composers on their experience

composing a piece of music, each using a di�erent AI tool. Our methodological novelty is to purposefully ask the

composers to pause and re�ect back on their music making, documenting their thoughts using a re�ection board (see

Section 3.4.2). The subjective accounts are triangulated with �ndings from a Thematic Analysis [9] of the �rst-person

accounts and interviews, and questionnaire measures of re�ection [44]. To be clear, our focus is not to compare whether

AI-based music composition o�ers a more re�ective experience than non-AI based music composition tools, rather to

use AI music making as an area for exploring re�ection across di�erent practices. In summary, we o�er the following

contributions:

• Contribution: Our primary contribution is our �rst-person accounts of the AI-based composition processes of

six artist-researchers, representing personal viewpoints on their practice.

• Contribution: Descriptions of how participants re�ected when using AI in their composition processes triangu-

lated from their �rst-person accounts, interviews and questionnaire measures. For example, we describe how

composers re�ected in-the-moment [17] using their instincts to curate AIGC synthesised in real-time.

• Contribution: A novel method where people pause to re�ect back on their last hour of creative practice,

supporting our primary contribution of the �rst-person accounts. Whilst we demonstrate the method for

AI-based music composition, our method has potential for use across CST contexts.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we contextualise our research question by characterising re�ection for

creative user experiences and summarising literature on AI-based creativity support and AI music (Section 2). We then

introduce our novel study method (Section 3), before presenting our �ndings (Section 4). We close by discussing our

�ndings in the context of our literature, and suggest how our insights could inform future CST research (Section 5).

2 BACKGROUND

There is no consensus de�nition of re�ection [3, 41, 72]. A common understanding of re�ection is: moments where

people sit back in quiet contemplation [72, 93]. In HCI, in�uential characterisations of re�ection have guided research

[3] such as Schön’s [84] re�ection-in-action (re�ecting in-the-moment on actions) and re�ection-on-action (re�ecting

back on past action). Some HCI research on designing technology for re�ection focuses on the domain of personal

informatics, designing technology for the functional goal of supporting self-improvement [6, 37]. This contrasts the

goals of creative user experiences, which we de�ne as human-computer interactions with tools that support open-ended

tasks with no concrete metric of success [59].
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2.1 Reflection in Creative Experience

Tools have been designed to support re�ection for creative practice e.g. for documenting design projects [31, 89] or

prompting re�ection in children’s storytelling [55]. However, CSTs for re�ection to date have tended to leverage charac-

terisations of re�ection from HCI instead of characterisations speci�c to creative HCI. Table 1 shows characterisations

of re�ection from two key works for creativity-related HCI: Candy [17] suggested types of re�ection drawn from

interviews with creative practitioners; Ford and Bryan-Kinns [44] suggested types of re�ection for their RiCE (Re�ection

in Creative Experience) questionnaire, consulting creativity experts and users of creative technology. We focus on these

types of re�ection in this paper and explore them through examples of AI-based creativity support, introduced below.

Table 1. Characterisations of Reflection specific to Creativity-Related HCI

Re�ection De�nition

Re�ection-for-action [17] Re�ecting on the possible actions to take in preparation for creating

Re�ection-in-the-making-moment [17] Re�ecting on decisions during interaction with materials

Re�ection-at-a-distance [17] Taking an objective step back to evaluate one’s art

Re�ection-on-surprise [17] Re�ecting on unexpected occurrences

Re�ection-on-current-process [44] Re�ecting on alternative directions to take an artwork

Re�ection-on-self [44] Re�ecting on personal learning in the experience

Re�ection-through-experimentation [44] Re�ecting on hypothesises through comparisons in a system

2.2 AI-based CSTs and Reflection

Early CST research [45] explored ways to enhance human creativity with technology, from automating menial tasks to

developing fully collaborative digital partners [64]. Recent advances in AI techniques have led to AIGC being integrated

into CSTs to act more like the latter, generating novel media indistinguishable from human creations. There are over 50

documented AI-based CSTs [88] where AIGC contributes to a shared product with the artist [80], often referred to as

co-creative AI [33] or mixed-initiative systems [34]. When interacting with AI-based CSTs, people typically generate

ideas with AI, curate these ideas, and then assemble the ideas into a cohesive whole [73]. However, the ways that

re�ection occurs when people use AI-based CSTs is underexplored, beyond a few speculative examples (e.g. [43, 93]).

To illustrate how re�ection might occur when AIGC is used in creative practice, we brie�y introduce examples of

research on how artists have used AI-based CSTs. First, Caramiaux and Fdili Alaoui [20] found that pioneering creators

of AI artworks leverage the ambiguity of AI-outputs by making glitches central to their process. We suggest that the

ambiguity introduced by AI provides opportunities for re�ection [43, 47, 93], such as to re�ect on surprises [17] in the

AI-output. Second, Yurman and Reddy [97] explored using Generative Adversarial Networks [48] in their watercolor

practice, �nding that they needed to re�ect on their own perspectives to assign meanings to ambiguous AIGC. Third,

Lewis [61] found that ChatGPT [78], when acting like an art teacher, would provide suggestions in�uencing their

drawing style – sparking their re�ection on the ownership of the data used by ChatGPT.

2.3 AI-based CSTs and Reflection for Music Composition

As with CSTs, there is a rich history of research on digital interfaces for music making e.g. at the New Instruments for

Musical Expression conference [56]. In these music contexts, similar opportunities for re�ection may arise as described

in the preceding section. For example, glitches arise when people are improvising or organising musical material,

re�ecting on imperfections or ambiguity as an aesthetic choice [32, 50]. The composition process also varies across
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genres. For example, rock bands often construct and test ideas through jamming [7], live coders make edits on the �y

and build patterns [70], whilst orchestral composers are noted to develop themes or motifs [68].

Despite its history, human-centred research on AI music is nascent [58]. AI music research has focused more on

modelling musical aspects such as melody or timbre [51, 53], with most AI tools a�ording limited interactivity [12]. We

illustrate a few suggestions as to how peoplemight re�ect with music AI tools, mirroring our suggestions for co-creative

AI above. Huang et al. [53] found most musician/developer teams participating in the international AI songwriting

contest1 generated vast quantities of AIGC for later curation. We suggest that re�ection likely occurs in the curation

phase once material has been generated and varies across di�erent stages of the composition process. For example,

Sturm [92] re�ected on AIGC from their FolkRNN AI system to identify and curate expressions for musical ideas which

they could not personally formulate.

2.4 Summary & Research �estion

Above we introduced characterisations of re�ection for creative HCI research (Table 1) and suggested how re�ection

could occur during interaction with AI-based CSTs and AI music tools. With re�ection largely underexplored in

AI-based music composition [43, 93], we aim to further current understanding by asking the research question:How do

composers re�ect when using an AI music tool in their music composition practice? For our research question,

we consider a range of AI-based music composition tools and approaches to music composition, as described below.

Our question is purposefully open-ended to generate subjective insights for a breadth of AI music tools, as opposed to

giving focus to a particular category of AI music tool.

3 METHOD

To showcase individual insights and identify commonalities in AI-based music making, we collected both qualitative

and quantitative data. Our study was inspired by ethnographic approaches [4, 23, 71] to allow us explore a range

of composition practices in their usual locations of happening e.g. at home [4, 93]. The study was approved by the

Queen Mary University of London ethics committee. The participants in this study provided written consent and were

reimbursed with a £100 (GBP) voucher following UK Musician’s Union rates2. Each participant is acknowledged as

co-authors of this paper for their �rst-person accounts and contributing compositions.

3.1 Participants

To recruit participants, we sent e-mails to research groups in the UK interested in music and AI. Our criteria for

participation was to: i) be a PhD student; ii) have developed a way of integrating AI into your music making; and iii) be

aged eighteen or older. Our participants are thus composers and artist-researchers [91] with a unique perspective in that

they think about AI music in their everyday work life, have technical skills to use state-of-the-art AIGC within a music

practice, and have academic writing skills for the �rst-person accounts. Seven composers were recruited, with two

collaborating on a single composition as a band. Their characteristics are shown in Table 2, drawn from a questionnaire

(see Appendix) which included the Goldsmith’s Musical Sophistication Index [74] to quantify musical expertise – all

score 75% and over indicating their strong musical skills; and the Self-Re�ection and Insight Scale [49] to quantify

natural capacity for re�ection – all score over 70% indicating they are naturally re�ective. Further details are introduced

throughout Section 4.1.

1https://www.aisongcontest.com/
2https://musiciansunion.org.uk/
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Table 2. Brief overview of the composers’ characteristics.

ID Age Gender Self-described Music Experience Musical

Sophistica-

tion Score

[74]

Self-

Re�ection

Score [49]

P1 26 Male Performed in electronic and contemporary music ensembles for 10 years. Masters in Sonic Arts. Plays

guitar and drums. Previous experience writing contemporary and minimalist music for chamber

groups, jazz, indie and popular acts.

90% 71%

P2 25 Female Undergraduate degree in Creative Music Technology. Media composer writing music for published

video games, short movies andmedia companies. Also worked writing music for dance performances.

91% 88%

P3 26 Male Guitarist for 15 years. 6-7 years music composition and production experience. Has released 5

original albums and produced/mixed music. Played in rock bands on guitar, bass, drums and vocals.

Note: in a band with P4.

89% 83%

P4 32 Male 20+ years experience composing music, from classical guitar pieces to progressive metal. Experience

as a solo classical guitarist and in 5 people ensembles (drums, two guitars, bass, keyboards). Note:

in a band with P3.

87% 87%

P5 31 Female Writing music for 15 years using conventional instruments e.g. guitar and piano. 5+ years experience

as a live coder, making experimental electronic music, actively gigging.

84% 91%

P6 29 Male Classically trained composer, writing both as a traditional composer and working with various small

ensembles. Also a performer/improviser. Actively gigs. Writes experimental and computer music,

and contemporary classical.

96% 88%

P7 29 Male BA (Hons) in Creative Music Production; MSc in Sound and Music for Interactive Games. Specialised

in composing for games. IMDb credit for a feature length horror �lm. 15+ years experience as a

performer in death metal bands.

75% 88%

3.2 AI Tools

Each music composition in our study was made with a di�erent AI tool which the participants self-selected and decided

how to integrate into their work�ow. We considered the AI tools su�cient for use if they had either been used in music

making previously or published at an academic conference – all participants selected AI tools they had used at least

once before to make music. Three key AI model architectures were present in the selected tools:

• Markov Chains model a probabilistic sequence of events, where events could be music data e.g. chords or

melody notes [22]. Markov Chains are good at modelling small datasets compared to deep learning approaches

but struggle to model long-term musical variations [81].

• Transformers are a deep-learning architecture able to generate musical output with an awareness of long-term

structure [54]. They follow natural language approaches using music in a textual format as input [11]. Interest in

transformers has arguably been in�uenced by the media emphasis on models used by ChatGPT [78] which can

generate text [79], code [57], and music [2], and can be integrated into UI contexts e.g. Github Co-Pilot3. However,

transformer models are di�cult to control, other than through prompting [11, 24], as its inner processing is

complex.

• Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs) are an architecture where neural networks encode a dataset into a smaller

compressed latent representation, in turn decoded by another set of neural networks [60]. This allows the internal

model to be controlled more easily as users can tweak the values of the compressed latent representation and

parse this to the decoder [81].

The AI tools used in the study are summarised in Table 3, with screenshots in Figure 1. We give further detail on

each tool prior to each �rst-person account in Section 4.1 for context.

3https://github.com/features/copilot
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Table 3. Summary of AI tools used by composers. Labelling (a) through (f) refers to the image labelling in Figure 1.

AI Tool Composer Architecture Input Output Integration

(a) RAVE P1 VAE Audio Audio with modi�ed timbre Plugin for Max

(b) Neural Resonator P6 Neural Network Audio excitation & UI Audio of a synthesized drum Plugin for music software

(c) CFEP P7 Transformer Text (MIDI) Humanized MIDI as Text Manual import MIDI

(d) Mark of Markov P2 Markov Chain Manual parameters in code MIDI Notes & Chords Records to music software

(e) ProgGP P3 & P4 Transformer Text (Guitar Tab) Text (Guitar Tab) Manual import MIDI

(f) Tidal-Fuzz P5 Markov Chain Text (Music Code) Text (Music Code) Manual import MIDI

Fig. 1. AI tools integrated into the composers’ practices. (A) Real-time Audio Variational Auto-Encoder (RAVE) [15]; (B) Neural

Resonator [35]. (C) Cue-Free Express + Pedal (CFEP) [96]; (D) Mark of Markov (MoM); (E) ProgGp [63]; (F) Tidal-Fuzz [94].

3.3 Procedure

We asked participants to create a music composition with a minimum length of one minute in their chosen genre,

using their chosen AI. They were asked to complete four sets of one hour long composition sessions, pausing to re�ect

back on their composing after every hour – in pilot tests we found four hours su�cient for a full composition cycle

from ideation to completion for one minute of composed music. Coincidentally, all participants requested to complete

the sessions within one day to balance with their other time commitments. The study was completed remotely to

allow participants to be located in typical environments for their music making [4, 93]. We created moments for the

composers to pause and re�ect every hour, instead of the composers self-selecting moments to re�ect, to ensure that we

captured su�cient data on people’s re�ection whilst being mindful of time-constraints. This contrasts methodologies

for CST studies on qualities such as feelings of �ow [29] which is not the focus of this paper. The procedure is outlined

in Table 4.
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Table 4. The steps of the procedure. P = participant; R = researcher. For more detail, see the corresponding sections in this paper.

Step Who Task Section Length (Mins)

(1) P Complete the pre-test questionnaire §3.1 10

(2) P Compose with AI whilst recording the computer screen. - 60

(3) R Notify participants that the 1 hour session is over - 1

(4) P Complete the RiCE [44] questionnaire for the recent session §3.4.1 5

(5) P Complete a re�ection board §3.4.2 30

(6) P & R Complete an interview on Microsoft Teams §3.4.3 10

(7) P & R Repeat steps 2 through 6 until 4 sessions are completed - -

3.4 Data Collection

We collected re�ection questionnaires, re�ection boards and interview data after each one hour music making session.

These were followed by a �rst-person account after all sessions were completed.

3.4.1 Reflection �estionnaire. To explore possible trends in re�ection throughout the composition processes, we

collected metrics from the most recent version of the RiCE questionnaire (v2) [44]4. RiCE is designed to measure

post-hoc how much of a certain type of re�ection a person self-reports to have experienced, based on a set of statements

scored on ordinal scales. Averages from these statements are calculated to obtain scores for the following types of

re�ection (described in Table 1): re�ection-on-current-process, re�ection-on-self, re�ection-through-experimentation

and a total RiCE score.

3.4.2 Reflection Boards. Participants were given a template for the online collaborative whiteboard Miro5 (see Figure

2). The template posed questions at the top of a set of columns based on the three factors of RiCE [44] to prompt and

organise the participants’ thinking. Participants were instructed to add 6-10 screenshots from their composition session

that best represented their creative process, organising them in chronological order (from top to bottom) in the leftmost

column – this shows how the composition unfolds as inspired by studies on the composition process [27, 42]. We used

screenshots as they o�er insights into the composers’ personal decisions at speci�c points in time [46]. Then, using the

post-it note feature, they were asked to document their re�ections and thoughts on their composition process, using the

guiding questions at the top of each column. The re�ection boards were used instead of other retrospective protocols

[18] as we wanted the composers to be self-su�cient in their documentation and able to quickly refer to the data later

for their �rst-person accounts.

3.4.3 Interview. A short interview was undertaken in which participants were asked to i) talk through what they did in

the preceding hour, and ii) talk through the re�ections in Miro. Our approach was semi-structured to give the researcher

opportunities to probe unexpected lines of discussion. We aimed to elicit descriptive accounts of the participant’s

experience, avoiding leading questions so that the researcher had minimal impact on the discussion [10]. The interviews

also served as a contingency in case the composers could not complete their �rst-person accounts.

3.4.4 First-person Account. After all sessions were completed, participants were asked to write an 800-1000 word

�rst-person account with the following instructions:

4Full details on RiCE can be found at https://ricequestionnaire.github.io/.
5https://miro.com/
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Fig. 2. An example reflection board from the first session completed by P5.

“Write an account of how you composed with your chosen AI and what you re�ected upon, looking

over your Miro boards. We only expect �rst-draft quality. Please include all the key points you

would like to talk about that you think are important, using your own voice.”

We suggest these �rst-person accounts provided opportunities for the composers to articulate and clarify the

re�ections they captured in their composition sessions, and bring insights into their subjective viewpoints on their

practice [14, 16, 19]. We also wish to give voice to the personal ways that our composers re�ect to generate knowledge

which might resonate with readers [38, 40, 90]. We were inspired by �rst-person approaches [52, 66] across HCI such

as collaborative pieces [62, 91], autoethnographies [61, 65, 76, 87] and vignettes [5, 24], demonstrating the value of

�rst-person approaches in giving insights into personal experience.

3.5 Data Analysis

We collated our re�ection boards, interview transcripts, and the �rst-draft of the �rst-person accounts into one document.

We then performed an inductive Thematic Analysis [9] on the document which involved iteratively: i) generating short
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descriptive codes for passages in the data, ii) re�ning codes, iii) organising the codes into themes, and iv) re-applying

themes to test their �t. The �rst author consulted with their supervisor in regular meetings to ensure the rigor and

consistency of their Thematic Analysis. Due to the small sample size, we do not conduct statistical analysis on our

quantitative measures.

4 FINDINGS

We report in the following subsections our �ndings from: the �rst-person accounts, the RiCE questionnaire measures,

and our Thematic Analysis.

4.1 First-person Accounts

For each �rst-person account below, we recap each composer’s expertise and give details on their chosen AI tool. We

present the �rst-person accounts from composers as edited extracts which we believe best relates to our research

question whilst retaining the artists’ voices (see Appendix for full accounts and the procedure used for editing). We

invite readers to listen to each music composition at https://codetta.codes/re�ection-across-AI-music/ whilst reading

the accounts below attentively to immerse themselves into the composers’ worlds.

4.1.1 P1: Ash. Ash composes music with a Glitch aesthetic, recording improvisations with interfaces they create using

the visual programming language Max6. They chose the VAE model named RAVE [15] (see Figure 1a). RAVE can take

an audio clip as input and change its timbre. For example, a recording of a person singing can be transformed to sound

like a trumpet following the same melody. RAVE can generate high quality 48kHz audio signals and be used with a

standard laptop CPU [15]. RAVE can also be controlled by varying values of the latent space in its VAE architecture and

feeding this into its decoder.

Typically, I like to get output as soon as possible. But I was surprised by how little I initially got

from RAVE. I started becoming aware of the arti�ce of the technology, becoming increasingly aware

that there is not even an idea in the way yet – just the technology. Do I even need to have this

problem? What is the aim? What am I trying to do? The 8-dimensional input of RAVE and its

non-deterministic output made me re-evaluate the structure of my typical process. I considered

ideas from John Croft [28] such as what layer of abstraction (or the level of complexity) I wanted?

Later on, when looking at Max documentation, I accidentally sidetracked into intermodulation. I

started thinking about using FM synthesis (controlling the intermodulation of sine waves) and using

this with RAVE for more nuanced control over its latent space. Through various signal processing

techniques, I ended up with a way to control both RAVE and a non-AI FM synth. This allowed me

to negotiate between the AI and non-AI sounds, where you can decide which to dominate whilst

improvising. The combination of predictable and unpredictable, semantic and black box, brings a

similar level of expectation with pleasant surprise as I had experienced being in Jazz ensembles. I

regained control over some aspects whilst accepting I have little control over others. However, I

still couldn’t think of my composition in a deterministic way, like in FM synthesis where you have

a good idea of what will happen when a parameter is changed (see John Chowning’s Stria [26]). I

can’t control the model and know what it’s doing, so I handed o� control to the AI.

6https://cycling74.com/products/max
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I was surprised at sounds feeding back into RAVE. Some surprises came from the generation of

sound outside the audible range of RAVE, as it interfered both with audible sounds and their latent

representation. Welcoming the surprise of the AI again was productive and even fun at times.

4.1.2 P2: Sara. Sara is a media composer with experience working for video game companies, mainly writing orchestral

music. Their chosen AI Mark of Markov (MoM; see Figure 1d) uses Markov Chains to output notes and chords that

switch between modes (scales o�ering di�erent musical moods) based on various probabilities7. Each chord output is a

bar in length. On compiling MoM, its output is synthesised in real-time and can be recorded as MIDI.

The initial material generated by MoM was boring – too quantized and not human at all. This was

kind of restraining. To be less boring, I tried using an arpeggiator, but eventually re-recorded the

chords myself. Furthermore, the generated melody was a bit hard to work with because it had weird

rhythms and wasn’t consistent. Because MoM spits out MIDI based on its previous music, I couldn’t

copy and paste parts from the melody and stitch them together, because there is a chance the chords

could be in a di�erent key. Instead, I changed the rhythm in the melody to make it less weird.

I felt really bad changing the stu� MoM created – I wanted to use all of it so it did not go to

waste. I thought that if I kept changing the system output, was I really using it to its full potential?

Was I just taking over?

Whilst composing, it was interesting that I kept making comparisons to a composition I previously

wrote using MoM, which I was really proud of. I also would compare myself to people such as John

Williams8, and think, “well if I am going for a similar style to his, I cannot even get close to the

quality of his compositions”. This can get very demoralising and add a lot of pressure. I found taking

small chunks of the output and trying to make them work together helped to take o� the pressure. It

also naturally allowed the composition to go in a di�erent direction to the composition I previously

made with MoM. Using the generated material in this way felt more like a game and gave me more

freedom. If I didn’t like the result, I could just try make something else by re-arranging parts or

maybe changing them.

Overall, MoM felt like a composition buddy! It felt like I was collaborating with another composer.

Although I didn’t write the material, I can say “hey, I took this generative melody and made it work

within the composition”, which I feel is a skill in itself.

4.1.3 P3 & P4: HEL900. Jack (P3) and Pedro (P4) create progressive metal music using AI as the band HEL90009. They

chose ProgGP [63], a transformer model [30] trained on the DadaGP dataset [82] – a dataset of 26k rock and metal

guitar tablatures10 – and �ne-tuned further on a set of progressive metal guitar tablatures. The notation software Guitar

Pro11 is used by HEL9000 to write guitar tablatures, which are converted to text and fed as a prompt to ProgGP in a

Google Colab notebookto generate continuations of rock and metal songs [83] (see Figure 1e). Notably, outputs contain

not only guitar sections, but also bass and drums alongside the guitar, and are converted to MIDI to be added to music

software for editing.

7The probabilities are described at https://saracardinalemusic.com/project/mark-of-markov/
8https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0002354/
9https://twitter.com/HEL9000ismetal
10Guitar tablatures are a music notation system designed speci�cally for guitarists.
11https://www.guitar-pro.com/
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Due to its characteristics, the interaction with ProgGP was mostly dictated by an initial need for

isolated ri�s, or musical ideas, that could be put together to form a full song. The process started

with Jack experimenting on guitar to compose a ri�. We started with a human-written ri� to bring

a bit of our own musical personalities to the generated ri�s.

After Pedro notated the initial ri� into tabulature manually, we input the ri� to our AI. We

divided our work�ow: Pedro took care of �ltering continuations and feeding them back into the

model to get variations; Jack started recording the initial ri� on guitar to the computer, and adding

drums and bass digitally. After Pedro �ltered ideas, we both listened to the AI-outputs together and

curated a few ri�s we felt could be put together coherently. This step was particularly important

because it was at this point that we envisioned an overall structure for the song based on the AI

ideas.

We then focused on recording these ideas. To enrich the song, we added extra layers using

samples or new lead guitar parts. One particular AI-output had a distinctive drum beat generated

alongside the guitar ri�, which prompted us to explore samples that we wouldn’t usually use for

[the band’s] music. Another section made us re�ect on The Ocean’s12 aesthetics, prompting us to

include a marimba and glockenspiel over a lead guitar part. Inspired by Periphery13, we added a

piano mimicking the melodic line of the guitar – it seemed like it might �t well with one of the

AI-generated ri�s.

4.1.4 P5: Lizzie. Lizzie creates experimental electronic dance music as a live coder – a genre where code is executed in

real-time to produce sound and music. They use the domain-speci�c programming language Tidal Cycles [70], itself

an extension of the functional programming language Haskell. Their chosen AI, Tidal-Fuzz, is a Markovian agent

which outputs sequences of code by randomly walking through and choosing Tidal Cycles functions that form musical

patterns [94]. These are integrated into the UI as suggestions to add to the music code cf. GitHub Co-Pilot (see Figure

1f).

In some composition sessions, I started by generating ideas from Tidal-Fuzz. Other times I started

from my own ideas.

Where patterns were solely created by the human, some re�ection came through errors made.

For example, at one point, I was looking for a speci�c sample and typed the wrong number, which

prompted me to explore a sample that I might’ve not considered. With patterns solely created

by Tidal-Fuzz, re�ection materialised in a few separate ways. Firstly, the agent’s patterns were

evaluated against my aesthetic preferences. The generation process of the agent has inbuilt metrics

of modelling human aesthetic choices, however, a lot of re�ection still occurred around evaluating

whether these matched my aesthetic preferences. Which elements of the machine generated code

were creating misalignment with my intentionality? In understanding the a�ective states driving

my internal aesthetic evaluation function – through considered, deep listening (see Oliveros [77]) –

I also was forming understandings of myself in relation to the music.

Tidal-Fuzz’s patterns sometimes prompted me to recursively hybridise, blending the machine’s

computational creativity with my own artistic insights, leveraging the strengths of both entities to

12https://www.theoceancollective.com/
13https://periphery.net/
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produce compositions that wouldn’t be conceptualised by the human live coder alone. The creative

impetus the agent provided, although helped steer the composition in new directions, also meant

that there is some relinquishing of control. Perhaps, humans need to learn to accept some lack of

control, viewing it not as a loss, but instead an exchange for new creative ideas.

4.1.5 P6: Lewis. Lewis is a composer and performer, including in the band Julia Set14. They typically create experimental

computer music and contemporary classical. They chose the neural resonator plugin [35] (see Figure 1b) which uses

neural networks to predict co-e�cients for a resonant �lter bank [36]. An audio or MIDI excitation can be input to the

plugin and used to trigger feedback which propagates throughout the �lter bank to synthesise di�erent drum sounds.

Moving parameters on the plugin’s interface changes the shape of the drum (i.e. the �lter bank co-e�cients).

In the �rst session, I felt that I was already too keen to think of structure and form. I questioned

my relationship to the material I initially generated. As much as I was familiar with the Neural

Resonator already, I was not able to clearly audiate (meaning to imagine sounds mentally) its product.

This brings forth di�erences between my mentality as a composer (how do my actions a�ect my

future self and what is my creative idea) and as an improviser (how do my actions a�ect my present

self and what is the performed idea/instinct). As an improviser, I’m encouraged to respond to the

material itself – the form of a work can then emerge without projecting expectations. Leveraging

this mentality, I spent the second composition session generating material by improvising with

the AI, using instinct. This enabled me to generate many threads of ideas from which to develop a

composition.

In the third composition session, I started stitching together and re�ning early ideas. Mymentality

shifted away from the instinctual and towards the considered. My creative decisions were no longer

in�uenced by the AI, but were instead imposing themselves onto the material it had just generated.

I �nd working in response to material a rewarding and successful methodology, although not

without its detriments. I feel that this method is also important when working with new instruments,

or instruments whose outcome is not always what is expected, where I do not have the same

somatic or determinist relationship with them – my creative ideas can more easily arise through

listening/interpreting than conceiving/enacting. One composes with material generated through

immediate intuition, and attaches to that immediacy a re�ective and cohesive narrative, which

de�nes the composed expression.

4.1.6 P7: Kyle. Kyle is a media composer specialised in game audio. They chose the AI, CFEP [96], which transforms

MIDI recordings to sound more human and expressive, based only on the musical features of pitch and note timing to

support expressiveness when richer musical data is not available [96]. It combines transformer models trained on piano

datasets to predict the velocity, timing and tempo for input MIDI �les, outputting more human sounding adjustments

of the input music (see Figure 1c).

I began my composition. Although I couldn’t use CFEP without having written initial material, it

was interesting how the AI coloured my initial choices. I call this a butter�y e�ect where CFEP’s

design had unexpected knock-on impacts on my creative work�ow. The �rst butter�y e�ect was in

choosing piano – although common to my chosen genre, I also chose the instrument knowing that

14https://juliaset.bandcamp.com/
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CFEP is trained on a piano dataset so would perform well on this type of data. Similarly, knowing

that CFEP needs quantised values as input, I was neater in how I wrote the music than I would have

been without the AI.

In session two, I began to experience the AI as a pseudo-co-producer, in the sense that the

inclusion of it in the project in�uenced decisions that you make creatively as a mix engineer or

composer. For example, I added staccato piano notes and drums, however, eventually disregarded

these ideas because, in addition the vibe/feeling of the music not being correct, I knew CFEP would

ultimately not work well on drums.

Once I introduced CFEP in session 3, I ran the piano through the algorithm and compared the

expressive AI-output to the non-expressive AI-input. Surprisingly, I thought that the AI-output was

good enough that I felt moved. I really did not expect to be moved by the piece, and I do not know

why I found this quite moving. Perhaps, as I cannot play the piano well myself, but found the AI

was playing it to an acceptable level, I thought “oh that is it, it’s realising what I want to hear from

my music” – buying into my ego as a composer [95].

4.2 Reflection�estionnaire

Figure 3 shows plots for the three RiCE [44] metrics retrospectively reported by our participants after each hour of

composing: re�ection-on-process (Figure 3a), re�ection-on-self (Figure 3b) and re�ection-through-experimentation

(Figure 3c). To illustrate the changes in re�ection over time, we plot curved mean average trend lines for subsets of

participants in which we noted similar trends in their scores for Figure 3a and Figure 3b, and a linear trend line for

Figure 3c.

For re�ection-on-process (Figure 3a), P1, P3 and P4 show peaks in their scores in Session 1 and Session 3 (Trend

A) – this suggests to us that they considered di�erent directions to take their music at the start of their composing

and before �nalising their compositions. In contrast, we observed that P2, P5 and P6’s scores generally decreased after

Session 2 (Trend B) – this suggests to us that these participants considered alternative directions for their music early

in their composition process. We also note that all the re�ection-on-process scores are high, with none falling below

four, suggesting the consideration of where to take a piece of music occurred throughout the music making process.

For re�ection-on-self (Figure 3b), we observed that participants 1 through 5 showed peaks in Session 2 and Session

4 (Trend C). This suggests a temporal �uctuation in how the participants re�ect on their personal experience. However,

P6 and P7 gradually increase to a peak in Session 3 (Trend D), suggesting that they re�ected-on-self at di�erent points

in their composition process to the other participants.

For re�ection-through-experimentation (Figure 3c), we tentatively observe a decline over time (Trend E). Whilst

this might be driven by the outlier P3 in Session 4 (who mostly took on production duties at this moment), we see a

clear decline across sessions from P2 and P5 also. In Session 2, we note that the scores converge, and then diverge by

Session 3. P6 and P7 annotated on the plot show high scores in Session 3; P1, P3 & P4 annotated on the plot show low

scores in Session 3. This suggests that the changes in participants activity between Session 2 to Session 3 might have

sparked or reduced re�ection-through-experimentation.

To o�er illustrative context for our RiCE scores, we compare the average of all participants’ scores across sessions

with RiCE scores calculated from the open-source dataset in Ford and Bryan-Kinns [44]. The open-source dataset

is comprised of RiCE scores for CSTs including Photoshop, Word, and some DAWs (e.g. Cubase, Garageband, FL

Studio, Ableton and Logic Pro). Table 3 compares the open-source scores along with the average of participant RiCE

13
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Fig. 3. Plots of the participants’ responses for the metrics from RiCE [44] for each hour of their composing.
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Table 5. Mean average RiCE scores from open-source data in Ford and Bryan-Kinns [44] (top) and our study (bo�om). DAWs scored

in the RiCE survey [44] include Cubase (n=2), Garageband (n=2), Ableton (n=2), Logic and FL Studio.

Dataset Process Self Experiment RiCE

Open-source dataset [44]

All CSTs (n=300) 7.4 6.1 6.9 6.8

MS Word Subset (n=43) 7.2 6.4 6.6 6.7

Photoshop Subset (n=42) 7.4 5.9 7.1 6.8

Visual Studio Subset (n=15) 8.0 7.1 7.3 7.5

DAWs Subset (n=8) 7.6 5.7 7.1 6.8

This paper

Participant average (n=7) 8.1 5.8 6.6 6.8

scores in this paper. Overall, our participants have the same RiCE score as the open-source data (mean=6.8). Our

participants also seem to show higher re�ection-on-process scores, including for the subset of RiCE scores for DAWs.

Re�ection-on-process is also lower for the open-source DAW scores (mean=7.6) than our data (mean=8.1), whilst

re�ection-through-experimentation is higher for the open-source DAW scores (mean=7.1) than our data (mean=6.6).

4.3 Thematic Analysis

We generated six themes from our Thematic Analysis [9] across the participants’ re�ections: Theme 1) Re�ection on

Past Instincts; Theme 2) Re�ection on Direction and Surprises; Theme 3) Re�ection for AI; Theme 4) Re�ection on

Feelings; Theme 5) Re�ection on In�uences; and Theme 6) Re�ection on Technical Challenges. We describe these below.

4.3.1 Theme 1: Reflection on Past Instincts. P1 and P6 curated AIGC by re�ecting “in the moment” (P6) and using their

instincts, creating environments where they could listen to AIGC in real-time – in a way that was more “improvisatory”

(P6) and “instinctual” (P6). P6 found this “felt quite familiar”, similar to how they would improvise in their music

practice, whilst P1 said the process reminded them of playing in Jazz ensembles. Furthermore, P6 described this process

as deliberate: they split their process into choosing material based on their instinct in Session 2 and then re�ected

on their past decisions when organising this material in Session 3. Indeed, P6 describes this as re�ection on their past

self in their �rst-person account. Similarly, P5 also describes re�ection-on-self when curating material by listening in

real-time and live coding. They said they were “forming understandings of [themselves] in relation to the music” (P5),

and re�ected on how AIGC matched their aesthetic: “the things that [the AI] was producing weren’t necessarily in my

aesthetic, so then it was a case of re�ning what it was that I actually wanted” (P5).

4.3.2 Theme 2: Reflection on Direction and Surprises. All our composers re�ected on the direction in which to take

their music. For example, P5 found the AI “pushes me in di�erent directions or gets me thinking about doing things in

a di�erent way that I haven’t thought about myself”. The direction to take a piece was also sparked by re�ection-on-

surprise, from both the AI and other aspects of composers’ work�ows. For example, P1 found their AI “really worked as

like a surprise prompt” helping them to continue “taking risks and experimenting”. P5 tested a Cowbell sample they

usually wouldn’t use in their practice, noting that “this surprise moment was[...] crucial for building [their music]”.

4.3.3 Theme 3: Reflection for AI. P1 and P7 re�ected on how their current actions might integrate with their chosen AI

tool. P7 described their AI as a producer – musical material fed to the AI would either work/not work. P1 explained
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that, similar to when you compose for performers and shape your composition to what people can physically play on

their instruments, you shape your composition to the AI and its a�ordances – “you have to take into consideration

things like what people can physically play[...] so they kind of shape your composition cause of the limitations[...] I

think it’s quite similar [with AI]” (P1). P7 went so far as to describe this as a butter�y e�ect where their compositional

decisions were limited to those that would work well from the start with the AI they chose.

4.3.4 Theme 4: Reflection on Feelings. P2 and P7 re�ected on their feelings of using the AI in their practice. P2 felt bad

about changing outputs from their AI system, describing self-awareness and feelings of imposter syndrome, e.g., when

comparing themselves against the famous composer John Williams in their �rst-person account. A di�erent emotional

response was from P7, where their chosen AI, CFEP, transformed their music to sound more humanistic, and they were

“surprisingly moved” that the AI could play their music in a way that they could not.

4.3.5 Theme 5: Reflection on Influences. From our �rst-person accounts, we identi�ed several inspirations which

the composers re�ected on to inform their creative practice. There were references to literature from musicians and

philosophers such as John Croft [28], John Chowing [26], Pauline Oliveros [77] and Periphery (see P3 & P4’s �rst-person

account). It was possible to trace the musicians’ creative in�uences to ideas implemented into their practice. For example,

P1’s negotiation between AI and non-AI mirrors Croft’s [28] philosophising on levels of control to a�ord in musical

improvisations, whilst P3 & P4’s use of Piano was inspired by Periphery.

4.3.6 Theme 6: Reflection on Technical Challenges. Unsurprisingly, the composers re�ected on challenges they came

across to be able to integrate their chosen AI into their work�ow, either: needing to format data to move between their

instruments and the AI inputs and outputs (P1, P3, P4, P7), using templates to avoid complex setup (P1, P2, P6), or

tweaking code whilst music making (P2, P6, P7).

5 DISCUSSION

In this exploratory study, we gathered �rst-person accounts, questionnaire measures and interviews about the processes

of creating six music compositions, each written by composers integrating a unique AI tool into their typical music

making practice. These �rst-person accounts helped us in understanding a plurality of AI tools explored in this paper –

o�ering insights on multiple AI tools to complement studies on individual AI tools [75].

There aremany variations in the data collected. For example, our composers all have di�erent practices and approaches

to music composition, work in di�erent genres, and used di�erent AI tools. The set of AI tools used are heterogeneous

and nested within a complex ecosystem of software and hardware [69] – we acknowledge con�ation between various

types of tools in our �ndings. Nevertheless, we see our work as generative, suggesting directions for future work. We do

not claim our �ndings generalise without further investigation but suggest that they capture qualities of a plurality of

our artist-researchers’ [91] real-world practice. Our approach of �rst-person accounts also suits making practices where

a heterogeneity of di�erent tools is the norm – for example, see the range of tools across the live coding community

[1, 70].

Below, we �rst discuss trends across our data (Section 5.1). Second, we discuss the unique ways our participants

re�ected (Section 5.2). We then re�ect on our method and its limitations (Section 5.3). Key takeaways are o�ered in

Section 5.4. Throughout, we situate our �ndings within our literature on re�ection and co-creative AI (see Section 2).
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5.1 Discussion on Trends

Our exploration identi�ed fresh insights in relation to the RiCE metrics and the temporal nature of our participants’

re�ection. Some �ndings we suggest extend current understandings on AI music making (Section 5.1.1), whilst others

are con�rmatory (Section 5.1.2).

5.1.1 Novel Trends. We identi�ed possible explanations for our observed trends by comparing the subplots in Figure

3 with the �rst-person accounts. For example, we observed that when re�ection-on-process was high (Figure 3a),

participants were listening to music in real-time – such as P1 improvising to select AIGC in Session 3, or P3 & P4

improvising to select musical layers in Session 3.

In contrast, higher re�ection-on-self scores (Figure 3a) occurred at moments when participants were arranging their,

sometimes AI-generated, ideas. Notably, P6’s high re�ection-on-self score in Session 3 connects with their description

of self-re�ection in Theme 1 (Re�ection on Past Instincts) – they re�ected on the instinctual decisions that their past

self had created in the previous session, learning about themselves by analysing their choices retrospectively. This

connects to Candy’s re�ection-at-a-distance [17] as, perhaps, P6 was purposefully distancing themselves from their

earlier decisions to assess their work from a more objective viewpoint. Or, a di�erent perspective could be that P6 was

analysing their perspectives to assign meaning to their AIGC, corroborating Yurman and Reddy [97].

Reflection on Self

Reflection on Process

Selecting
(AI) ideas

in real-time

Arranging 
collected 

(AI) ideas

Fig. 4. A speculative model showing the trade-o� relationship we observed for reflection-on-process and reflection-on-self, when

people were either selecting ideas whilst listening in real-time or arranging ideas a�er curation.

Between re�ection-on-process and re�ection-on-self, we tentatively suggest from our observations that there might

be a potential trade-o� relationship, which we visualise in Figure 4. When selecting AI-outputs and listening in real-time,

participants tended to re�ect on future directions to take their music, whilst re�ecting on what their music means to

them when combining AIGC. Future work is needed to support our limited evidence. However, this model supports

de�nitions of re�ection as moments where people sit back in contemplation [72, 93], and descriptions of its push-and-

pull with moments of more instinctual re�ection-in-the-moment [17]. Future work could explore whether this model is

music speci�c, e.g., high re�ection-on-process when selecting AIGC might occur in any ideation stage.

5.1.2 Confirmatory Trends. Re�ection-on-process remained high across all sessions, and was higher in comparison

to other RiCE scores for software in Table 5, implying that participants often re�ected on alternative directions to

take their music. The high re�ection-on-process scores are supported by our �ndings from Theme 2 (Re�ection on

Direction and Surprises), suggesting that participants would leverage surprising outputs to change the direction of

their music. This corroborates Caramiaux and Fdili Alaoui’s [21] �ndings that AI-artists leveraged surprising outputs

in their creative process. However, we cannot attribute re�ection-on-surprise to the AI tools exclusively because P5
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re�ected on a surprising cowbell sample they found in their live-coding environment, without using their AI. We also

�nd re�ection on glitches in some non-AI composition practices [32, 50].

Re�ection-through-experimentation (Figure 3c) generally decreased over time, with participants converging in Session

2 and diverging in Session 3. A possible explanation for the convergence comes from Theme 6 (Re�ection on Technical

Challenges). Perhaps, some participants needed to �rst re�ect on technical issues (cf. Candy’s [17] re�ection-for-action)

in Session 1 before they could experiment with AIGC. Furthermore, we suggest that re�ection-through-experimentation

decreased in Session 3 for some participants (in Figure 3c) because they had already curated and decided how to organise

their AIGC, no longer needing to experiment. P6 and P7, with high re�ection-through-experimentation in Session 3,

showed more unique stories (see below).

5.2 Discussion on Individual Findings

The �rst-person accounts enabled us to explore the individual ways that participants re�ected on their composition

sessions, and the unique ways that their tools led to di�erent re�ective experiences. For example, P7’s chosen AI, CFEP

[96], was the only example of an AI which required musical material to be written beforehand. This might explain their

high levels of re�ection-through-experimentation in Session 3 (in Figure 3c), where they �rst introduced CFEP to their

process and started experimenting with its output.

P3 & P4 also o�er unique insights as an example of collaborative practice. We observe how they split tasks to

e�ectively navigate the co-creative AI process [53, 73]. For example, P4 initially generated ideas whilst P3 prepared the

music software cf. re�ection-for-action [17]. Furthermore, we note that their curating of AIGC was completed together,

possibly highlighting the importance of selecting AI-outputs which had signi�cance to both band members, and more

closely mimicking how rock bands make music without AI by jamming [7]. We also compare this to how Yurman and

Reddy [97] assigned meaning to AIGC within their study.

P2 was also unique in that their AI tool, MoM, did not require any input and only output music to their software.

This gives a potential explanation for the descriptions in their �rst-person account on how it was easier to compose

with smaller chunks of AIGC; for P2, editing the recording to be able to curate di�erent ideas was a necessity – likely,

as focused on �lm music, to identify interesting motifs [68]. P2 also does not mention challenges presented by tools

which required inputs as in Theme 3 (Re�ection for AI). For example, where P7 avoided writing material for drums as

CFEP was trained on a dataset of piano music and might not perform well. Whilst our examples above do not directly

mirror how Lewis’s [61] art style was informed by AI suggestions, we suggest our �ndings echo their recommendation

to consider the origin of an AI’s data and its in�uence on people’s creative practice.

A notable �nding from our Thematic Analysis was in Theme 4 (Re�ection on Feelings), which related to two

participants’ unique emotional responses to the AI. P2 suggested that their AI helped them to overcome imposter

syndrome by providing material for them to extend. A di�erent emotional response was from P7 who notes that their

AI played music at a higher standard than themselves, helping them to realise their music beyond their own abilities.

This corroborates Sturm [92] who found their AI helped them to express ideas they could not yet realise.

5.3 Discussion on Method & Limitations

Our �rst-person accounts o�er insights into using AIGC in music composition but includes many variations from

participant background, to the tools used, to the compositional techniques, and di�erent genres, preventing statistical

analysis or generalisation from our �ndings. There is clearly an opportunity design more controlled A/B tests to

untangle these factors in future work. For example, the brief comparison between di�erent RiCE measures in Table 5
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suggests that AI encourages more re�ection-on-process, which a more controlled A/B study design could examine.

Future work could also unpack our �ndings further by focusing on di�erent groupings of tools e.g. examining only the

timbre-focused tools used such as RAVE [15] and neural resonator [35].

The �rst-person accounts helped us in speculating on explanations for patterns we observed from the RiCE [44]

questionnaire measures, and brought complementary insights to the �ndings from our interviews. For example, the

citations to researcher’s inspirations in the �rst-person accounts are not captured by the RiCE questionnaire [44], nor

other questionnaire measures typically used in creative HCI research [25, 59]. Investigating the impact of these more

artistic in�uences and how to capture nuance in creative HCI and AI contexts might be fruitful future work.

We further note that our interview data contained many similar insights to the �rst-person accounts. Without

conducting the interviews, participants could have completed the study at any time without the researcher needing

to be present. In this case, participants could then also choose which moments to pause and re�ect back on whilst

composing, which would be more conducive to researchers exploring aspects of creative user experiences where

interruptions pose a confounding variable such as �ow states [29]. On the other hand, our structured activity meant that

we were able to collect data from the unique perspectives of artist-researchers who have limited time to be creative [91],

with the interviews acting as a useful contingency in case participants could not complete their �rst-person accounts.

Our method contrasts other methods such as diary studies [8, 31] or autoethnography [61, 65, 76, 87], where more

commitment is typically required from participants. Diary studies also tend to capture immediate thoughts, whilst our

method required participants to retrospectively synthesise their thinking into �rst-person accounts. Nonetheless, we

found that collecting and comparing a range of �rst-person perspectives was helpful and propose that a method which

can capture multiple personal insights in a consistent way could complement research using current HCI methods.

5.4 Key Takeaways

We o�er the following key takeaways from our research. The �rst-person accounts o�er rich descriptions of a plurality

of AI-based music composition practices, which could inform others’ AI music making. This was enabled by our

re�ection board method, which could be applied by CST researchers to capture personal, subjective accounts. The

�ndings of our RiCE metrics could be used to make numerical comparison with other re�ective CSTs, supporting

further research on re�ective CSTs. By collecting RiCE metrics over time, we also learnt that human-AI collaboration

in music making presents di�erent types of re�ection at di�erent stages. Our hypothesised model in Figure 4 based

on RiCE could be tested by musicians to leverage either re�ection-on-self or re�ection-on-process (cf. P6) to spark

inspiration or ideation at di�erent times, or leveraged by CST designers to sca�old modes of a re�ective CST.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper explored how composers re�ect across a range of AI music tools and composition approaches. We recruited

artist-researchers with music and AI skills and tasked them with composing a piece of music using an AI tool of their

choice. We contribute six �rst-person accounts from their practice, gathered through a novel data collection approach

using re�ection boards, where participants were asked to pause and re�ect back on screenshots of their composing

after every hour, triangulated with interviews and questionnaire measures. We suggest that our insights contribute to

furthering the current understandings of how people re�ect in creative user experiences.
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APPENDIX

Appendix material can be found at:

• https://github.com/thecoreyford/Re�ection-Across-AI-Music

Compositions can be heard at:

• https://codetta.codes/re�ection-across-AI-music/

More information on RiCE [44] can be found at:

• https://ricequestionnaire.github.io/
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